
Student work sample 1: French 1 reading portion of IPA 

 

In December, I designed an Integrated Performance Assessment (IPA) for the first time for 

my French 1 and French 3 students. The results were outstanding. Students had the highest average 

score ever for the listening and reading portions of my final exam. For example, on the reading, my 

three French 1 classes, including Special Education students, scored an average of 94.5%. On 



surveys, students said that they preferred these authentic, cultural documents with my questions for 

reading and listening than the ones used in publisher-designed test materials. 

In this sample, you can see one of the documents used in French 1: the results of a survey of 

10-17 year old Belgian students’ favorite past times. I found this online and selected it because it 

would provide an authentic cultural document that used several words we had learned and practiced 

(everyday activities, such as watching TV or playing video games) in context, but it also included 

some new words that they could understand, such as “amusement park.” I purposefully teach all new 

material entirely in French, and use authentic documents during input and practice so that they will 

develop the highest possible interpretive proficiency and cultural knowledge. Assessing them with 

authentic documents would not feel any different than our numerous practice activities. 

The questions are purposefully asked in English in order to ensure that the results are valid: I 

only want to gauge their ability to understand the document, not my questions. Nor do I want their 

score hindered by any difficulties they may have writing answers in French, since this document is 

intended to test their reading comprehension rather than their writing ability. I worked hard to ask 

questions that required understanding rather than mere regurgitation so that I could be sure they 

really did know the information. For example, you can see that question 5 asks about Disneyland. 

Disneyland is not mentioned in the document. Students had to find the expression that would be 

“amusement park” in order to answer this question. Questions 1, 3 and 4 required knowledge of 

specific words we had studied and practiced. Questions 2 and 5 required students to make logical 

conclusions about new words, an important skill in a new language. Additionally, documents such as 

this are rich in opportunities to make cultural comparisons. 

  Student work sample 2: Personalized feedback leading to personalized practice 

In a world language class, students need tailored feedback, opportunities to correct mistakes without 

being penalized for having made them, and practice activities that allow them to learn from their 

mistakes by participating in varied practice activities purposefully selected to address their needs.  



In French 

4/AP, my 

students 

need to 

develop the 

ability to 

write at 

length about 

a variety of 

topics, using 

language and 

structures 

appropriate 

to the 

content, the 

task and the 

audience. 

Throughout 

the year, I 

provide them with practice AP essays (among other preparatory materials) that I select because the 

topics align to the cultural themes we explore in class.  

In the attached sample, which is the first page of one student’s recent essay to practice 

writing about topics related to the theme of “identity and search for self”, you see her writing 

(typed), and then my commentary handwritten in purple. Prior to writing, students read two 

authentic documents on the topic and listen to a third authentic document. All three are to be cited in 



their response. The numbers I wrote are from a list of numeric codes I provide students, each number 

representing a typical language use error. Rather than overtly providing corrections, the codes 

provide an indication of the nature of the problem that is causing their text to be difficult for a native 

French speaker to understand. In the past, the next homework assignment would have been to correct 

all of the errors I had identified. Starting with this essay prompt, I attempted something different that 

would better personalize the learning for each student and to ensure that their homework wasn’t just 

a task completed for me, but something they could actually learn from. In each student’s essay, I 

looked for patterns of error and then created a tailored follow-up homework assignment, based on 

his or her most common errors. Some of these personalized practice activities were located online, 

using tools that allowed them to get immediate feedback as to whether they were correctly using the 

targeted structures. For this student (for which you only have the first page of her essay due to space 

limitations), I suggested two areas of targeted language practice. Then, as for all students, I told her 

where (online or in print resources) she could find opportunities to practice. Finally, her last step was 

to correct the mistakes related to the areas I had her practice, rather than all mistakes. Students very 

much appreciated the detailed and personalized feedback on their essays as well as receiving a 

specific, tailored plan for review and practice that would help them improve their writing.   

Student Work Sample 3: Edcanvas (now “Blendspace”) with our Peace Corps correspondent 

 

 

 

  



This activity is just one example of the ways in which I facilitate engaging, linguistically authentic 

and culturally embedded learning scenarios for my students. Shown here is just one “page” of a 

detailed “BlendSpace” that I created based on one of the letters our Peace Corps World Wise 

Schools match Megan had sent us. Her letter was quite long, and very detailed, with fairly complex 

French vocabulary and structures. I knew that the students wouldn’t be as engaged or as successful if 

I just gave them the letter to read. So I created a “BlendSpace” to design a standards-rich learning 

event. Blendspace is a free online tool that allows users to organize all kinds of online or uploaded 

media into the order in which they want others to see it.  Students were supported in their 

understanding of the letter because of the sequential presentation of content and activities in the 

Blendspace.  

This sample is the first item in our Blendspace. Rather than jumping right into the letter, I 

started with some contextual information: a map of Bénin, and photos of typical classrooms in 

Benin, allowing for comparisons to our local geography and to classrooms with which they are 

familiar. As they progressed through the Blendspace, they saw segments of her letter interspersed 

with other related authentic photos or videos to provide cultural context to her writing.  In addition to 

a day of in-class discussion, students participate in a variety of online activities within Blendspace, 

mostly using the built-in “comments” feature, as demonstrated in this sample.   Due to limited 

technological access, Megan couldn’t participate in any synchronous online activities with us, such 

as Skype. But using a format like Blendspace, we could leave questions for her and when she viewed 

the Blendspace with our comments and questions, she could reply within the same comment thread. 

As a result, my students were engaged in an actual “conversation” about a variety of topics, with a 

French speaker in Bénin, providing insight into daily life and cultural perspectives. On the page 

visible to you, they formulated questions for Megan about life in Bénin, based on their analysis and 

discussion of the map. In the portion of the thread you can see, the students and Megan discussed 

deforestation and native animal species in Bénin.   



Student Work Sample 4: student-created infographic (Fr 2) on hunger in the world 

Towards the end of our study of food 

and nutrition in French 2, students work 

with several authentic documents 

regarding hunger in the world. It is 

important that students have exposure to 

multiple authentic documents from the 

beginning of their careers in our 

language classes. For this learning 

event, we started with the current 

version of the United Nations 

publication, “Ce qu’il faut savoir sur la 

faim” (“What you need to know about 

hunger”). To begin, students groups 

read, analyzed, summarized and shared 

just one of the 10-12 facts that are listed 

in the document. Once they prepared 

summaries, accompanied by hand-

drawn visualizations of their assigned 

fact (bar graph, pie chart, etc.), they did a gallery walk read the other groups’ summaries and ask 

them questions, thus essentially reading the entire UN document in French 2. After the gallery walk, 

each group collaborated on a list of the three most important statistics. Then students used computers 

to view and participate in a multimedia presentation I created on MentorMob (now LessonPaths, 

viewable at http://bit.ly/YRL8qa ) that included authentic infographics, statistics, articles and videos 

about different aspects of hunger in the world and steps we can take to minimize it. Throughout the 

http://bit.ly/YRL8qa


presentation, comprehension activities provided guided opportunities to interact with the 

information. Using their choice of facts from their UN document exploration and the multimedia 

presentation, student groups created their own infographics about world hunger, thereby allowing 

them to demonstrate proficiency in both language, math and technology literacy.  In this sample, you 

see a portion of one group’s final infographic. They worked together using the online tool infogr.am 

to create their infographics, chose the information they felt was the most important for others to 

know about hunger in the world and, for each piece of information, decided which style of visual 

representation would be the most appropriate.  In some cases, students needed to do additional 

research in order to have numerical data for the spreadsheets that infogr.am would later convert to 

graphs and charts. In order to fit a sample student infographic into this portfolio, there is only a 

portion visible. You can see that the group chose a pie chart for the percentage of the population 

suffering from hunger by continent and a bar graph to demonstrate where hunger ranks among the 

most common causes of death. This is appropriate for these novice-mid learners because it allows 

students to clearly demonstrate their understanding of numerous authentic documents using very few 

words while providing them opportunities to personalize their product, collaborate in the target 

language, and create something new based on authentic documents. 

Student work sample 5: From study to action: French 3 and service learning 

Students in French 3 have been learning about the different products one needs for daily life: 

toiletries, school and office supplies, cleaning supplies, and more. I wanted to provide a real context 

for needing to list and talk about these objects. In particular, I wanted to design a learning experience 

that would connect my students to real people in the French-speaking world and provide a service 

learning opportunity with a rich cultural context. Because Haiti continues to be impacted by the 

earthquake four years ago, I chose that as the context. I designed an introductory lesson composed of 

authentic documents and photos about the earthquake and the reconstruction efforts. This provided 

my students with a rare glimpse into Haitian perspectives on the quake and its aftermath.  

http://infogr.am/


 



 

To guide their study of these documents, I created a series of activities designed to focus their 

reading, maximize their comprehension and support their varied learning styles: use of charts and 

statistics to develop and highlight logical/mathematical proficiencies; an activity focusing on 

empathy based on a photo taken right after the earth quake to develop social/emotional learning; 

illustrated summaries for visual learners; and more. You can see most of the first page and just the 

end of the second page in the sample included here. It is important to note that the activity was 

designed to be done in pairs so that they would also have ample opportunities to spontaneously 

converse in French while reading the documents and completing the activities.  

To ensure we would have a real connection, I contacted a friend of mine who worked in Haiti 

with Volunteers for Peace and she provided the contact info for the director of a school in Haiti that 

is still suffering from a lack of basic supplies, four years after the tragic quake. After discussing the 

documents with their partners and completing the activities, the partners did an initial brainstorm of 

materials we could send to a school in Haiti. A sample of this is included at the bottom of the page in 

blue ink. We spent the entire next period in a discussion about what we as a class wanted to do (and 

realistically could do) to help the school and its students. Starting with their lists from the previous 

activity, students worked in groups and developed more thorough lists which were then shared orally 

with the class to develop a master list of ideas for how we might help. Most of the ideas involved 

sending materials to the school: seeds to grow edible products, solar-powered devices, feminine 

hygiene products, clothing, hats and shoes, hand sanitizer, along with a long list of items from the 

vocabulary we had been discussing, including pencils, reams of paper, paper towels and toilet paper 

and Band-aids. Without even realizing it, group after group practiced virtually all of our new 

vocabulary, but now their list served a real purpose for the benefit of real people: we will be sending 

supplies and corresponding with the students in Haiti this semester. You can view the authentic 

documents and see evidence of their use of French in class at http://nicolenaditz.weebly.com/  

http://nicolenaditz.weebly.com/


Other information regarding the included student work samples 

Alignment to ACTFL’s “World Readiness Standards for Learning Languages” (the 5Cs) 

 Communication Cultures Connections Comparisons Communities 

Sample 1 
French 1: 
Reading IPA 

1.2 2.2 3.1 (math), 
3.2 

4.1, 4.2 5.1 

Sample 2 
French 4/AP 
Personalized 
Feedback and 
practice 

1.2, 1.3 2.1, 2.2 3.2 4.1, 4.2 5.1 

Sample 3 
French 4/AP: 
EdCanvas with 
Peace Corps 
Volunteer 

1.1(during in-
class discussions) 
1.2, 1.3 

2.1, 2.2 3.1 
(geography) 

4.2 5.1, 5.2 

Sample 4 
French 2: 
Infographic  

1.1 (during in-
class discussions 
and group work), 
1.2, 1.3 

2.2 3.2 4.1 5.1 

Sample 5  
French 3: From 
study to action: 
Haiti 

1.1 (during in-
class discussions), 
1.2, 1.3 (when 
they write and 
send their letters) 

2.1, 2.2 3.2 4.1 5.1, 5.2 

    

These documents paint a vivid picture of language education in my class that is consistently aligned 

to National Standards, starting at the earliest levels. Students have numerous opportunities to read, 

write, listen and speak in varied, authentic cultural contexts that represent the diversity of the 

francophone world. French is clearly the language of instruction, thereby making it possible for 

students to engage in a variety of challenging and engaging real-life language experiences. Authentic 

documents from numerous target-language countries were the springboard for all of the activities 

presented here, thus embedding cultural products, practices and perspectives throughout every aspect 

their study of French in a way that retains culture as an integral feature of language. Differentiation 

ranges from providing activities tailored to various learning styles to providing each student with 

personalized feedback and targeted, follow-up practice based on his or her demonstrated needs.  


